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Safety Warning/Disclaimer
This book makes every effort to provide accurate and adequate safety information,
and tries to steer people away from dangerous RV devices and practices. Still, all devices
have their individual idiosyncrasies. The author is not familiar with individual brand
names nor specific models of gadgets, therefore any RV users/customizers should always
consult manufacturers regarding safety concerns, and should not hold the author/printer/
distributor of this book liable for either injuries or poor performance. (Stated more
simply, use this book as a guide or starting point for information, but not as a final
authority.) Here are the more important and relevant RV safety rules:
1) Lead-acid batteries often produce hydrogen gas which can cause batteries or
poorly ventilated compartments containing batteries to explode if ignited. Hydrogen may
be ignited by open flames of appliances (including pilot lights), lit cigarettes, or sparks
made by switches turning appliances on/off, or sparks made within appliances themselves.
Lead-acid batteries have sulfuric acid, which can be propelled in any direction during an
explosion, and if landing on a nearby person, can cause severe skin burns or even
blindness. Always wear eye protection when around batteries. Also, have water handy
to quickly wash acid off people in the event of an accident. Get immediate medical help if
acid burns do occur. Other non-lead-acid types of batteries have their own safety
concerns, which are beyond the scope of this book. Consult manufacturers and other
authors.
2) Carbon monoxide is a deadly gas, which can accumulate indoors (especially in
small RVs) and kill people. It is made as a byproduct of combustion of propane, gasoline,
oil, and other flammable stuff. Read and understand the information and heed the
warnings on carbon monoxide, contained in Chapter 4: “Propane.”
3) Do not take, spread or use flammable solvents (especially gasoline, which is
extremely flammable) indoors, in open or unsealed containers, especially when any
propane appliances or candles or cigarettes are burning, or when some appliance or switch
might spark and thus ignite these. Ignited solvents can cause fire, explosion or both.
This can cause severe injury or death to anyone caught within such.
4) Unburned propane or butane, mixed with air in an enclosed RV space, is
poisonous and explosive. Read and heed warning information in Chapter 4: “Propane.”
5) Always have a working carbon monoxide and propane gas detector inside your
RV. Also have a working smoke detector. To ensure quick escape, be sure the exit door
isn’t locked from the inside.
6) High voltage electricity can electrocute people. Even 12 Volt low voltage
devices may transform the lower voltage to higher voltages.
7) When designing or modifying an appliance, YOU TAKE COMPLETE
RESPONSIBILITY for safety. Do your own safety testing.
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If I Were Emperor of the World...
Many things annoy me. My annoyance levels range from minor irritation through
all out rage. Usually I am powerless to change the things in the world that I do not like, so
to cope, I sometimes fantasize that I have absolute power over all other humans, as
“Emperor of the World.” I then dream up punishments that I would bestow upon people
whom I do not like. I know, I know, it is very unlikely that I will ever be “Emperor of the
World.” The logistics of actually achieving such a title approach impossibility, and even
if I somehow did manage to claim it, I’d be overthrown or assassinated quite quickly. But
let me dream a little! I’ve got to have some fun!
Since I have a lot of interest in RVs, and not much love for the people who design
and make them, if I were Emperor of the World, imposing at least some form of torture
upon these people would be very high upon my “to do” list. No, I wouldn’t go psycho--nobody would go to the guillotine and nobody would be drawn and quartered (whatever
that is). But I do have something in mind for them that they definitely would not like:
I would make them live in their own RVs for awhile! I would issue an executive
non-reviewable order requiring each RV designer and manufacturer to live in one of their
RVs for three continuous months, as actual RVers, in wilderness areas without municipal
electricity (can’t plug in--- ever). All persons refusing such an order would be allowed as
much time as they needed to rethink their positions and decide to do the task (but they
would have to spend all their rethinking time in the dungeon).
Once they began their live-in assignments, the fun would begin. I wouldn’t want
to just find out what happens to them from afar; I would park my RV near them, and enjoy
observing their follies personally. On cold nights their furnaces would stop heating. I
would laugh and they would cry. (My heart would be as cold to their suffering as the
temperatures on the insides of their RVs!) Their lights, water faucets and refrigerators
would all stop working (they would be forced to throw the food from their fridges away).
I would laugh and they would cry. When they parked in the sun on hot days, indoor
temperatures would start climbing. They would try to turn on their generators to power up
their air conditioners (and everything else), but those generators just wouldn’t start, so they
would have no air conditioning. Then, temperatures inside their RVs would skyrocket.
They would then be forced to sit outside all day, at which point, I would laugh and they
would cry. Then, I might walk on over to them and ask, “Do you think it is possible that
there might actually be a technical literal hell? A version of which is right here on Earth?
Inside of your RVs?” They would be at the depths of despair.
I would then show them a picture of my mom. “Look at this woman. I watched
all this happen to her--- and it was not fun. Now I get to watch this happen to you--- and it
is fun! You took her money and drove her to tears. You must be very proud of those ‘F’s
you got in school. What did my mother ever do bad to you? If this situation was good
enough for her, why is it somehow not good enough for you?”
Before leaving, I would say: “Cheer up. RVing is about seeing wonderful things
that you’ve never seen before. Today, I will show you something wonderful that you have
never seen before.” Instead of showing them some breathtaking natural feature, I would
toss them a book about the basics of electricity, and offer to let them keep it.
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For the really hideous designers, I’d impose an extra punishment for dessert. On a
cold night, I’d invite them into my camper for coffee/tea and a light snack (attendance
required). They would stay for a half an hour, all the time of which I would talk
incessantly about how well my lights worked, how reliably my furnace worked, and how
much I really looked forward to sleeping warm as toast that night. Then, I would kick
them out and force them to sleep in their own cold dark campers. Yes, I am evil. It is
probably a good thing that I am not Emperor of the World.
What if somebody made an RV with an electrical & appliance system that actually
worked? My Emperor’s decree would still stand. But if that system worked, living in the
RV would be a pleasure, not be a punishment. That would be alright with me. My
Emperor decree wouldn’t actually punish or reward anybody, it would simply make them
punish or reward themselves in direct proportion to their own RV design integrity. It would
be beautiful cosmic justice. Maybe I am not so evil after all.
But alas! The fantasy fades. What was I thinking? A world in which RV
designers bear the consequences of their own designs? How silly! RV designers decide
how RVs are made. RV users have no say. RV designers & manufacturers simply get
away with whatever they do. And it will probably stay that way for quite some time.
They laugh and we cry. Like I said, usually I am powerless to change the things in the
world that I do not like.
I am not Emperor of the World. I am just a dreamer with lots of ideas, who reads
books, studies, likes scientific mechanical and electrical concepts and camping. I cannot
coerce anyone into doing anything, and maybe that’s just as well. I must try persuasion
instead. The best I can do is write a book and hope that somebody reads it.
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Introduction
Who am I?
Hello. My name is Thomas Childs. I have many interests in life. These include
photography, playing the piano, teaching, clean renewable energy and having dogs. Of
most notable interest for readers of this book, I am an avid RV user and lover of wilderness.
I also love to write, which is a good characteristic for anyone to have, who has information
that might be of interest to others.
There is nothing quite like the RV lifestyle. Nothing matches the feeling you get
from waking up in your own bed, 1000+ miles away from your regular “home,” packing
up, driving several hundred miles to still another part of the country you’ve never seen,
then still sleeping in your own bed that night (and every night). Of course, the leftovers
from that great pot of soup you’ve recently made are still in your refrigerator, waiting to
satisfy you the next time you get hungry. The can opener, the scissors, the peeler, the
dishes, and all your other worldly camping possessions are still in the same spots of your
drawers and cupboards, even though you may have relocated hundreds of miles away since
putting them there.
I’ve had and seen a lot of really great things right in my own camping “yards”:
saguaro cactuses, redwood trees, sequoia trees, a petrified forest (which looked like
jewelry), lava-rock beds, herds of elk and bison, snow covered mountains (which were
indigo just before sunrise, then suddenly turned pink when sunlight first hit them), stunning
dessert rock formations, babbling brooks, riverfronts, lakefronts (some with half a dozen
distinct color bands in the morning, others with pure blues and greens), alligators and
cypress trees in the Everglades swamp, geothermal features with color combinations I
didn’t even know existed. I love experiencing this country in an RV.
But there is something about RVing that I don’t like. For many people, the RV
experience gets ruined by poorly designed and mismatched RV equipment. It also often
gets inadvertently ruined by the RV users themselves, who though not stupid, are often
unaware as to what equipment they should have and how they should use it.
Why did I write this book?
I wrote this book because over the years, I have gotten really good at living in an
RV on primitive public lands without electricity, and feel I should share this knowledge
with others who may be interested in doing the same. Whether or not I am world class at
RV living off the grid is not for me to judge, but I will say this: While out and about, I
meet many other RV users who struggle to stay comfortable, but I no longer meet people
who have their system of gadgets and procedures working as well as mine.
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How did My RV Days Get Started?
In 1985, while in my early twenties, I was recovering from a psychiatric episode
and a bad college experience. (I was without worthy goals.) I had been down in the
dumps for months. My mind started cleaning house. It was time to run away and not
look back. I quit going to college, quit trying to get a college degree, quit my psychiatrist
and quit taking all anti-depressant drugs. Then I won a case for some disability benefits
from the government. It wasn’t much money, but it was enough to get by.
One night shortly thereafter, at about 4:00 in the morning, I had a wild idea as to
how I should spend this new found “wealth” to jump start my life: buy an old dilapidated
camping trailer, and a car to tow it, fix the trailer up, and use the trailer as my home while
traveling, visiting & photographing the beautiful National Parks and Monuments of the
United States. Try as I might, I couldn’t think of any reason not to do this (other than
maybe I should live my life solely to please other people--- but that’s just rubbish). So I
went for it. Hard work, patience and a lot of swearing turned this dream into a reality.
After six months, the initial repairs were done making it ready for use, and after about five
years of cycles of trailer tearing apart, rebuilding, then camping, I had rebuilt the trailer to a
like-new state. After that, I just maintained it, fixing things as they broke.
To date, I have visited over 40 national treasures while camping in 32 different
states for a combined total camping time length of over three years (if all trips occurred end
to end).
I still have the trailer and I still use it today in 2017.
I have been free and sober from anti-depressant drugs since 1984. I don’t miss them.

Warning: If you want to get off of antidepressant drugs, you should seek medical help.
There are some doctors who are willing to help you do this. Trying to do it yourself or
quitting “cold turkey” can result in suicidal behavior. Generally, the way to get off is to
gradually lower the dosage to zero over a period of several (maybe six) months.

I never did get a college degree, though I did go back to college “buffet style.”
I took a number of science/technology classes.
College can be a great experience but only if one goes for the right reasons.
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1985

above: junky trailer sitting in the driveway of the lady who sold it to me
below: brought it home

May 23, 1985
What was I thinking? I accepted that trailer about as much as an organ recipient accepts a
mismatched kidney. But it was mine. I did this. Oh well…
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Time to get to work…

above: experimenting with the plumbing system
below: making & painting cupboard doors
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above: cutting holes in new countertop (for stove & sink)
below: making & gluing together kitchen table
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“You made your bed, now sleep in it.”
Well, I made my bed. And I do sleep in it.
It is really quite comfortable.

Folks, this was 1985. I don’t look like a middle school student anymore.
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this page: the floor

It took quite a bit of nerve to cut this
floor, since I only had one chance to do
it right. The taped together
construction paper pattern I made in the
trailer was my cutting guide. This cut
(left) turned out to be a perfect fit.
This floor is still in my trailer in 2017
and still looks quite good.
20

1989
below: putting on new siding
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What experience inspired this book?
Twenty years later, in 2005, my mother joined the RV camping equation. After
having been widowed for three years, Mom told me that she was interested in visiting some
National Parks while touring this country in a motorhome. “Great!” I said. “I’ll help
you pick one out. We’ll caravan together. You camp in yours and I’ll camp in mine.
Motorhomes are designed to function well and keep people comfortable in wilderness.”
Talk about words that have come back to haunt me! Boy, I could not have been more
wrong. That last statement will probably go down as one of the top five stupidest remarks
I’ve made in my entire life.
That summer, after buying a used motorhome, we drove it from her home in Florida
to my home in New York, then went as far west as Colorado before parking in a National
Forest. There, it happened. Everything in her motorhome started to shut down just a few
days after being parked. She shivered in the cold at night, as her furnace shut down. She
baked in the day, when the sun hit her poorly insulated roof, turning her RV into a “hot
box” (her words). Her refrigerator stopped working. Water stopped coming out of her
faucets. Her lights stopped working. Her generator wouldn’t start. Her battery charger
wouldn’t charge. We even had trouble filling her propane tank. I tried as best I could to
get her system working. I figured, if anybody was capable of getting that system working,
I should have been, because after all, I’d been an RV user for twenty years, and had long
since solved the equipment problems unique to RV living. (My trailer parked in the
campsite next to her functioned just fine during this ordeal.) But no matter how I tried, I
could not get her system working, except for very brief time periods. Early one morning,
after spending the night shivering in the cold, Mom knocked on my trailer door: “I want
to go home!” So I put my van and trailer into storage in Colorado, then helped her drive
her motorhome back to her house in Florida. After we got there, I took a plane back to
Colorado, reunited with my van and trailer, then finished my trip alone, camping for a little
over two months. Returning to Florida marked the end of Mom’s “living-in-an-RV” days.
Although we did get some use out of her motorhome for weekend camping in Florida, the
only camping she got out of it that was long-term & far-away was: one day visiting one
National Park.
Although I had been aware of some of the RV design problems prior to this trip,
from conversations with other RV users, I had been largely in the dark as to how bad
typical RV electrical & appliance systems really are. After this trip, I developed a keen
interest in them and began studying them. I read technical RV gadgetry data in websites.
I read other books on RV life-off-the-grid. I read books on electricity in general. As I
began to understand these RV systems, three things became clear: First, although Mom’s
motorhome was twenty years old, these failures were not due to the age or wear-and-tear of
the gadgetry, these were actually design failures (problems with the plan itself). Second,
Mom’s problems were just the tip of the iceburg. Nearly all RVs have the same design
problems as her RV did. And third, as I began crunching some numbers, comparing
overall electricity consumption rates with battery storage capacities and charger charging
rates, I came to a conclusion: It is an understatement to say that RV electrical & appliance
systems don’t work; it is more correct to say that these systems can’t work.
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above (2017 photos): Mom’s RV decaying in yard several years after her ill-fated trip.
RVs are not the only things that decay, so too do people’s dreams.
So in 2008, I began writing this book to blow the whistle on some really lousy
engineering and take some revenge against some really lousy engineers. But I also wrote
this book to help people to redesign and modify their RVs to get those RVs working right.
(People must be willing to invest some time, money and effort in order to do this.) I’ve
been writing the book for over nine years now (2017). I don’t know why I can’t seem to
complete anything within a reasonable time frame. I don’t know if I will ever finish this
book.

Who is likely to benefit from this book?
Anyone who actively uses or is just considering using an RV in places without
municipal electricity is likely to benefit from this book. RV owners and customizers,
willing to make modifications, will probably love this book, especially if they are willing
to experiment and use less-well-known equipment. Though not intended for this purpose,
I think that people with permanent remote stationary houses or vacation cottages or tiny
houses, not connected to municipal electricity, will also benefit from this book, because
many of the same principles that apply to off-grid RVs also apply to off-grid houses and
cottages (and tiny houses on wheels are technically RVs anyway). Although this book
harshly criticizes current RV designs, some RV designers, who are genuinely interested in
improving off-grid performance of their RVs, may actually like this book. Perhaps Park
Rangers and Forest Rangers, who have a lot of contact with campers, will also find this
book helpful for giving technical advice to campers or just understanding camper stories.
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Who is likely to dislike this book?
RV designers and manufacturers, who want to continue making and selling stuff
with the same old dysfunctional designs, while hoping that nobody notices, will hate this
book. RV designers and manufacturers, who think that they are “too good” to take any
advice from RV users, will hate this book. RV designer and manufacturers, who want to
cut corners to boost profits, will hate this book. Some private RV Park owners may
dislike this book, as they may feel that camping in wilderness instead of at their RV parks
may encroach upon their profits. Persons who just want to learn how to use their existing
RV systems without making modifications, will not find this book helpful. Finally, RV
users, who always stay in places with municipal electricity, are unlikely to find this book
helpful.
What does the term “electrical & appliance system” mean?
Many authors use the term “electrical system” to mean the sum total of all related
components having anything to do with electricity. Any complete “electrical system” can
be divided into three branches: making electricity, storing electricity and using
electricity. The appliances that use electricity are often overlooked by other authors (but
not me), so instead of using the term “electrical system,” I use “electrical & appliance
system,” to indicate that I also consider the (branch of ) appliances that use electricity. My
definition goes further. Some appliances can be designed to use no electricity at all.
Any non-electric appliance, used instead of one which normally consumes electricity, is
also a part of an “electrical & appliance system,” because non-electric alternatives directly
effect such a system by lightening its electrical load. (By this definition, I consider the
entire propane system to be part of the “electrical & appliance system.) Finally, anything
that effects the efficiency of appliances (such as insulation in walls, which effect both
furnaces and air conditioners), is also a part of an electrical & appliance system, because
these too effect electrical loads.
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What topics does this book cover that others don’t?
Making electricity (for battery charging)
1) One of the best methods of making electricity is to charge batteries while driving
a detached car/truck. This is the cheapest, easiest (both to install and use), and possibly
the oldest of all the methods, and it makes lots of electricity. Yet, other prominent books
on RV electricity don’t even mention it. This book covers it in detail.
2) One of the best methods of charging batteries for RVs parked in wilderness may
be with thermoelectric generators. Yet I’ve seen no other books on RV electricity that
propose their use nor even mention them--- I don’t think these authors even know what
they are. What are thermoelectric generators? Why might they work well in RVs? Find
out in Chapter 3.
All three branches of RV electricity (making, storing and using it)
Many books on RV and 12 Volt electricity systems focus on only two of the
branches of electricity (making and storing it). They go into enormous detail about
electricity making and batteries, only to allow the system to be neutered with the most
energy-wasting appliances imaginable. This book covers electricity-using in detail
(emphasizing energy-conserving appliances). Other authors focus entirely on one branch,
the batteries, going into elaborate detail on how to charge them, while erroneously
assuming that RV users are going to find electrical outlets all over the place to plug the
battery chargers into. (This approach leads to finely detailed information that is
completely useless in the wilderness.) This book considers not only battery chargers, but
where the electricity (or energy) needed to run those chargers is supposed to come from.
The good and the bad
Some authors are just too optimistic about certain equipment (such as solar panels,
which don’t work in the shade). I like to see both the good and the bad. While some
gadgets work almost universally and others fail universally, most fall somewhere between
those extremes. Most gadgets work well under certain conditions but fail under others. I
like to note the differing conditions under which a given piece of equipment is likely to
either work or fail.

What does this book not do?
This book does not consider specific models nor specific manufacturers of RVs and
RV components nor quality of equipment that’s out there. Information is only given for
general design types, including which designs are or aren’t likely to work, and under which
conditions those designs are or aren’t likely to work. I would need a sizable staff and
budget to independently test and report on specific brands & models of RVs and their
components. I have neither of these.
.
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How do I differ from many other RV author/users?
Many authors are far too friendly toward the RV industry and their designs. I’m
not friendly toward that industry. I’m not afraid to call a “cow plop” a “cow plop.”
Many other RV author/users plug into municipal electricity once in awhile. I
camp exclusively off-grid.
Much RV literature is written by people who use RVs as they are. (They teach
others how to do the same.) I write about RVs as they could be or should be.
Many people buy new RVs, which gradually get old. I bought an RV old, which
gradually got new.
Many people keep their RVs only a few years before trading them in. I’ve kept
mine for over three decades.
Many RV users spend big bucks on their RVs. I built mine on a shoestring budget.

Elaborating a bit…
Calling a “cow plop” a “cow plop”
Some other authors may be receiving heavy financial backing from the RV
industry. Others may be getting funding from private RV parks. This can influence
author judgments. Readers may think they are getting objective reviews, when in fact,
they are getting cleverly disguised commercials. Other authors may just want to be a bit
too nice and positive. I am free of all of these vices. I give an independent point of view.
Camping exclusively off-grid
You may be wondering: “Does this guy cheat a little bit? Does he really never
plug into electricity when he camps?” Well, everybody cheats a little, I suppose--- even
Amish people cheat a little on their religious/lifestyle choice of foregoing electricity, by
sometimes using flashlights and radios. Consider this: 1) Multiple times, I have gone
three continuous months without plugging my trailer into electricity even once. [Twice, I
went over four continuous months without plugging in.] 2) I almost always stay at places
without electricity. When I do stay at a park that has both electric and non-electric sites
[not that often], I almost always choose a non-electric site. I choose an electric site only
when that’s the only type of site available. 3) Once, while working as a photography
director at a children’s summer camp, I brought my trailer to serve as my residence. [I
was the only “kid” at camp who brought his own house.] Although electricity was within
reach, for the entire two and a half months that I worked there, I never bothered plugging
in. 4) The only substantial “cheating” I do is at Laundromats. While my cloths are
washing & drying, I often can be found sitting at a table with my laptop plugged into the
wall, writing a book about RV electricity.
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I believe that the only way to truly break free of the municipal electricity habit, is to
never have it. If I plugged into municipal electricity even sometimes, I might begin to like
it and become dependent upon it (or at least more comfortable with it). By never having
it, I’ve forced myself to learn how to make and use my electricity, and to use it sparingly,
and find other ways of accomplishing tasks normally done with electricity. I can therefore
be equally comfortable anywhere.
RVs as they could be or should be
When evaluating designs, I care not one iota about what “everybody else does” nor
if “that’s the way it’s been done a long time.” I just want to know if it works. Look, if
tomorrow all RV manufacturers decided to do away with round wheels and replace them
with square wheels, some people might actually “go with the flow” and write books on
how to get the most of those square-wheeled RVs, and how to keep the corners of those
wheels nice and sharp, but I wouldn’t. I would tell people to lose those square wheels and
replace them with round ones ASAP. I have no desire to learn how to use, recommend,
nor teach others how to use dysfunctional equipment. If you just want to learn how to use
your existing RV equipment as it is, throw this book away and find one written by some
author other.
Buying old and becoming new
Starting with an old trailer and having it gradually become new had advantages. I
needed only a minimal investment for the initial trailer purchase ($750--- believe it or not).
I gradually added money to it for raw repair materials, as needed, when I felt like doing the
work and when I had money to buy stuff. My trailer then improved with the passage of
time. This is in sharp contrast to the experiences of most, who put a lot of money up front
for their initial RV purchases. They often must borrow that money, which locks them into
payments. Then, their RVs deteriorate with the passage of time. They often encounter
further financial burdens, when their RVs need repairs far more frequently and that are far
more costly than anticipated, possibly putting their RVs outside their workable budgets.
Then they try to sell their RVs, only to discover that RVs depreciate extremely rapidly.
I’ve had to deal with none of these problems.
Keeping an RV for three decades
Suppose two middle-aged guys wrote books on marriage. The first was married
five different times, each for a few years. The second was married only once but for thirty
years. The five-wife guy would know a lot more about “what’s out there in the playing
field” or “reeling them in,” but would lack knowledge as to how to “make it last.” The
one-wife guy would lack knowledge as to “what’s out there in the playing field” or “reeling
them in” (because he only needed to do this once), but would know a lot more about how to
“make it last.” Whose perspective would be better? I dare not say. I think they both
would be experts, just in different areas. I’ve had a single RV for 30+ years. I know how
to keep an RV alive a long time. I’ve also had a lot of time to can-tinker and experiment,
to get the right stuff in the right places and get everything in my RV working as it should.
I don’t think this would have been possible, had I owned multiple RVs, each for a few
years. Just want you to know where I stand.
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A shoestring budget
I bought my initial trailer “as is” for $750 in 1985. Over the next few months, I put
about another $750 into it in the form of repair materials. I did the labor myself, at a cost
of $0, so I saved big. The initial car to tow it was $1100 plus about $600 in professionally
done repairs. Over a six year period, the total cost of the trailer repair & customizing
materials was just below $6000 (including the trailer itself), which was about the price of a
new trailer at that time. Over the years, I have kept the trailer up. It probably averages
just a few hundred dollars per year in maintenance. (In 2014, I installed a new
refrigerator, costing about $1000 for everything. This was atypical. Most years, the
maintenance is probably less than $200.) The biggest overall expense is for replacing and
maintaining the tow vehicles, the last of which I paid $6100 for in 2005. I estimate that
adjusted for inflation to 2017 prices, an equivalent trailer could be built for about $12,000.
If a used tow vehicle were added, the entire package could be obtained for under $20,000.
I believe that RVing and National Parks visitation should be for everyone who
wants the experience, not just for rich people. I am living proof that a person of modest
means can successfully RV. For the first fifteen years that I did this, my only income was
SSI. (Since then, I’ve gotten Social Security Disability, which is somewhat more.) I’ve
been on Medicaid, even sometimes on food stamps, yet still was able to do this. But if
you’re richer than I, keep reading. All the tricks that I’ve learned over the years could
work just as well in expensive RVs as they have in my simple one. (In fact, many of my
suggestions are geared toward higher cost RVs.) It bothers me when someone with an
RV, costing six times what mine did, parks next to me, and their equipment doesn’t hold up
nearly as well nor as long as mine does. I would like it if luxury RVs could someday
function as well as my shoestring budget RV does.
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How did I obtain my knowledge?
I do not attribute my RV knowledge or success to superhuman intelligence (which I
don’t believe I possess). Instead, I mastered the art of RV living off the grid primarily by
doing a lot of it. There is a saying: “practice makes perfect.” Of course, this is untrue;
there is no such thing as perfection. However, practice does make people very good at
things. If you play the piano a lot, you just might get good at it. If you ice skate a lot, you
might get good at it. If you drive a car a lot, you might get good at it. RV living off the
grid is a skill, like all of these--- if you do a lot of it, you just might get good at it. It also
helps to be observant, willing to experiment, willing to listen to others, do some internet
research and have good intuition.
Elaborating a bit…
Willing to experiment: Besides physically reconstructing much of my RV,
I have personally selected and installed all my appliances. I have modified many of them
to make them work better.
Listening to others: Much of my knowledge comes from conversations with other
RVers. They have such good insights, that it would be a shame if nobody wrote their
thoughts down, and shared them as public knowledge with other RVers everywhere.
Internet research: I get a lot of really good information from tuning onto internet
blogs posted by other RV users. I also like to sift through RV dealers’ parts catalogues, to
see what’s available, and to get and analyze technical specifications (like consumption
rates) that often go missed by others until they actually buy something, put it in their RV,
then find out that it doesn’t perform the way they’d hoped.
Intuition: I know the realities of RV off-the-grid living well enough such that I
can make good educated guesses as to what designs will or won’t work and the conditions
under which they will or won’t work. (Gadgets are effected primarily by weather, but
other variables also effect performance.)
One more attribute that gives me good RV knowledge: When most children grow
up and first move out on their own away from mommy and daddy, they usually go live in
an apartment or a college dorm (or maybe military housing). Not me. The first time I
ventured away from my parents, I lived in my RV trailer. RV living therefore became
very natural for me. Sometimes I feel more “at home” in my trailer than I do in my regular
traditional house.

End of Free Reading
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Alright, the first 29 pages is the portion of the book you got for free. If you want
the rest, you need to buy a printed copy. The book is currently not available in e-formats.
I don’t know if I will make it available in any e-formats, but if I do, it must have page
numbers, text boxes and color photography.
The Table of Contents should give you a real good idea as to the content and outline
of this book.

To order, go to my website
or contact me at campianocal@gmail.com.

Thomas Childs
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Yes, I know, it’s a long book. I suppose I could have written a shorter book, but
RV users suffer far more often from having too little written information than they do from
having too much information.
If you have limited time…
If you can only read one chapter, read Chapter 2, the “Defects” chapter. It is the
backbone of this book.
If you have just a bit more time, read the first and last sections of Chapter 1 as well.
“The Role of Electricity in RVs” is easy non-technical reading, dealing with the
philosophical and social/political trends & issues of RV life on or off the grid.
“Components of RV Electrical Systems” gives you a basic overview of typical RV systems
unmodified.
If you have still more time, read the sections: “I. Alternators (Charge As You
Drive)” in Chapter 3 and “Lights” and “Furnaces” in Chapter 5. Charging batteries as you
drive is a great way to charge batteries and may even be able to produce all the electricity
you need. Lights and furnaces are two of the most energy wasting components of typical
RVs, so converting to energy saving counterparts can save an overall system.
The rest of this book you may (or may not) then choose to read on an as-needed
basis. For sure, use the table of contents as your guide. (For example, if you don’t have
and don’t plan on getting a wind turbine, you probably don’t need to read the subsection on
“Finding Wind.”) Bear in mind though that alternative equipment, that you may not have
considered, might hold the solutions to some of your specific problems, so if and when you
do have time, it might be a good idea to try to read most of this book.

A Bit About the Math…
Don’t get hung up on the “Electricity Basics” section in Chapter 1. If you do start
reading it and become overwhelmed, skip it for the time being. Although my conclusions
are all supported and documented by math, they are also explained in plain English, so I
think you could understand most of them without looking at the equations. After you’ve
read most of this book, glanced at the equations and begun to see the need for the
supporting math, you may want to go back and read the “Electricity Basics” section, then
once again look at the equations to see if you can understand them.
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